
Suggested Walk

Coddington Vineyard

Route Directions

Park by Colwall Church (SO 739423) and walk north
along the road for 50 m before going over a stile
and heading for the corner of the farm buildings,
where you veer right to cross two small fields and
a brook.

Turn left and recross the brook at a double stile
bridge. Cross the field (aiming to the right of the
house 300m ahead) to reach the road.

Turn left for 60m and then right into a field keeping
the boundary on your left for 200m.

Cross a small stream and keep going in a westerly
direction with the boundary now on your right
through several smallish fields. You will skirt some
stables and will join a road at a white gate (Pithouse
Farm).

Turn left and keep going west until you meet a
junction after a short climb.

Turn right at the junction and follow the road for
350m. When you meet another junction turn left
for a further 300m.

At the next junction, veer right and you will shortly
see Coddington Church straight ahead of you.

Carry on round the church following the footpath
sign (leaving the School House on the right). It is
possible to park at the church (SO 718427) and start
the walk from here. When the metalled road finishes,
turn right down a track.

As the track turns right, turn left over a stile. After
100m, cross two stiles, turn left and cross a track to
enter the vineyard through a swing gate. Follow
the signed path through the vines and pass to the
right of a pond and across a bridge. Go through
a marked gap in the hedge a few metres to your
left.

Cross the road and enter a field a few metres to
your right. After 50m cross a stile on your left and
aim for a jutting out hedge and carry on along the
line of the electricity poles until you reach the road.
This involves a long gentle climb of about 800m.

Turn right and carry along the road for 500m until
you meet a junction.

Turn left and continue for 350m.

As the road veers right, turn left onto
a footpath (to the left of the Hope
End sign); follow the path and after
800m pass over a little stile to have a
wood on your left.

After another 350m, pass over a stile
onto Oyster Hill going past the seat
and leaving the trig point just on your
right. Carry on down until you meet
a track; turn right back up the track
and veer to the left keeping the railings
on your left until you reach a stile.

Keep the park railings or hedges on
your right; this is initially fairly flat
before going downhill. Care needs to
be taken for part of the descent is steep
and slightly slippery and it is easy to
be distracted by the daffodils and
bluebells. At the bottom of the hill
keep the red house on your right as
you meet the road.

Turn right along the road and where
there is a junction (which uses an old
finger post sign). Go through the metal
gate opposite into an orchard; keeping
the hedge on your right go to the far
end of the orchard.

Cross three stiles in quick succession
and proceed to the end of a narrow
field.

Cross the stile and then a plank bridge
before doubling back across a double
bridge and aiming back to Colwall
Church.

Walled Garden at Hope End

Colwall Park Farm
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Whilst every care has been taken to ensure accuracy of the
information in this publication, the Malvern Hills AONB
cannot accept responsibility in respect of any error or omission
which may have occurred. The producers of this map have no
responsiblity for the physical state or maintenance of the route
and therefore give no warranty as to its condition.

©Crown Copyright Herefordshire Council.   Licence LA09069L 2002.
The Ordnance Survey mapping included within this publication
is provided by the Herefordshire Council under licence from
Ordnance Survey in order to fulfil it’s public function to promote
walking in the County.  Persons viewing this mapping should
contact Ordnance Survey Copyright for advice where they wish
to licence Ordnance survey mapping for their own use.
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